
Your opinion counts! Join us to learn more about Double Bayou and find out how you 
can help. 

Why a watershed approach? 

Kristi Alexander, Outreach Coordinator 
 



• A geographic area in which water, sediments, 
nonpoint source pollutants, and dissolved 
materials drain into a common body of water. 
 

• Can be a stream, lake, estuary, aquifer, or 
ocean. 
 

• Can be large or small  
 
 

What is a watershed? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To answer the question of “Why a watershed approach” we must first answer the question “what is a watershed?”A watershed can be the large geographical basin in which all water flows to a common bayouA watershed can be as small as your neighborhood: where everything from your yard flow to the curb and mixes with your neighbors run-off to flow down the street.









Land use and water quality 
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Presentation Notes
One of the things that is looked at when a watershed protection plan is being developed is how the land in the watershed is being used. Determining landuse a good first step in helping to identify ways to protect the water. A few example of land uses and potential pollution sources  include oil and gas prouction, agricultural fields, livestock  industrial uses, residential areas, or even wildlife areas. Esentially anything that happens on or in the watershed effects the water.





Point source pollution 
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Presentation Notes
Point Source PollutantSingle, Identifiable Source such as discharge from Municipal Treatment Plant 



Nonpoint source pollution 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essentially Nonpoint source pollution is NOT point source pollution. NPS – Nonpoint Sources of PollutionUnregulated sources from different origin points.Cropland sediment                                             Development ActivitiesStream Bank Erosion                                         Livestock OperationsMan-made chemicals (Pesticides, Automotive Products)Surface Trash (Plastic Containers, Dumped Garbage)Pet waste



Why a watershed approach? 

• Allows for a flexible 
framework that 
incorporates stakeholder 
involvement  

• Supported by sound 
science and appropriate 
technology  

• It helps local 
governments and 
stakeholders incorporate 
appropriate best 
management practices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because every waterway is different and the sources of pollution are different, it doesn’t make sense to have a cookie-cutter approach to water quality protection. The watershed approach is flexible and based upon stakeholder involvement so that we can identify real potential pollution sources and not some theory-based solutions. It also utilizes scientific monitoring and modeling so, again, we are dealing with the real issues and not just basing things upon some EPA or TCEQ template. We are looking for the actual sources of pollution so that the partners and stakeholders can develop a host of real potential solutions that are pragmatic and make sense for this area. Ultimately, the best outcome of this process is going to be a tool that helps local government and stakeholders incorporate the most appropriate best management practices for THIS watershed.
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